If your child is five, it’s time to register for kindergarten.

**Full Day Program**
All teachers have more than 10 years of teaching experience

**Engaging**
Hands on • Interactive • Student field trip

**Exposure to Technology**
Smart boards and iPads incorporated into instruction

**Data Driven**
Documented high academic growth • Title I Reading support

**Rewards Based**
Classroom management systems

**Collaboration**
Carnegie Library of Homestead

**Partner with RIF (Reading is Fundamental)**
Assure that students have books to take home

**MUSA After School Program**
Conveniently located in each building for after school care
*(must be enrolled in MUSA to attend)*

Steel Valley Kindergarten registration packets are available online and in the school office, or contact the Residency Office to make an appointment if you are new to the school district.
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